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Well, here we are, already on the third edition of Framed as the term 
flies towards Christmas at a seemingly unrelenting speed (note to self: 
look under bed to find comedy Christmas jumper). I am sure you all 
valued your half-term break and have settled back into routine since. 

From my experience, if you were to ask teachers both old and 
new, the one commodity they could do with more of is “time!”  
Unfortunately, we can’t have 48 hours in a day or stop the clocks 
here and there, but what we can do is find ways to use and prioritise 
our time effectively and therefore make our workload manageable. 

I remember growing up as a child and my mum being a primary school 
teacher. Every evening and Sunday she would hole herself up in a small 
office room at our house and work away at her planning and marking. 
Back then, she wasn’t making PowerPoints or even using a computer 
(bless her, she didn’t really know how to…) but even so, she consumed 
many hours in our house ensuring her young pupils got the very best 
she could offer. I guess that work ethic rubbed off on me, but back then I  
remember badgering her to pay some attention to ME! 

Your first few years of teaching can feel very busy and overwhelming, 
this is not uncommon, but remember these formative years are all about 
you developing and growing as a classroom practitioner. Hopefully, the 
bite-sized learning approach through the ECF offers a gradual approach 
and means that you can embed important practices into your teaching 
over this year.

I hope you enjoy this edition of Framed – we have some great  
contributions from our ECF community, as well as some useful tips and 
tricks for managing workload and our regular items.

Right, time for me to tick off ‘write newsletter intro’ off my ‘to do’ list…

Take care,

Welcome!

Paul  Usher - Lead Facilitator

mailto:paulusher%40inspirationtrust.org?subject=


ECT Conference 2

In response to your feedback from conference 1, we have 
established that around half of people wanted an ‘in  
person’ event, whilst the other half enjoyed the online  
approach via Zoom. We also found that many people said 
a whole day on a Zoom call was quite tiring and a strain 
on the eyes (we know the feeling…) so, we have decided 
to offer the following for attendance at ECT conference 2.

The dates:

• Thursday 20th January 2022: 9am – 4pm - face to face conference at 
Inspiration TSH base, Hall Road, Norwich Thursday 20th January 2022: 
9am – 4pm. 

• Thursday 27th January 2022:  1:30 – 4:30pm and Thursday 3rd  
February 2022:  1:30 – 4:30pm (you must attend both sessions) - online 
conference via Zoom.  

You will be sent a Google Forms survey, please fill this out indicating which 
session you would like to attend.



1-2-1 Coaching on Coaching for Mentors

Over the rest of this term and Spring term mentors will be offered to book 
a 1-2-1 ‘coaching on coaching’ session with me.  This is an  opportunity for 
mentors to share their own coaching practice and to receive extra feedback 
and training to support their development, and in turn, their ECTs.
  
Before the session, mentors should film themselves delivering an  
instructional coaching session and upload this via StepLab to provide 
a model for discussion and stimulus. Naturally, some people might feel a 
little anxious about this ‘moment in the spotlight,’ but hopefully we can 
all see the benefits of having working models and examples to discuss.

There are workbooks which go alongside these sessions, and I will send out 
more details in a separate email to mentors once Ambition has made the 
booking process go live.

ECT and Mentor Clinics
Thank you to everyone who has attended the clinics so far; there has been 
some very engaging discussion and high levels of participation. Mentor  
clinics continue to be run every Tuesday and ECT clinics every Thursday until 
the week ending 10th December. If you have been unable to attend a clinic 
during this time, we will be sharing a recording of a clinic hosted by our Lead 
Delivery Partner, Ambition Institute.

Read all about it!
Eat That Frog: Get More Of The Important Things Done Today by Brian 

Tracy
The first rule of frog-eating is: “If you have two frogs to 
eat, eat the ugliest one first.” This self-development book 
by Brian Tracy isn’t as such an ‘educational’ book, but it  
applies well to this edition of Framed as it gives plenty of 
tips and advice to avoid procrastinating, get the best out 
of each and every day, and improve your wellbeing.  In the 
book, ‘frogs’ are an analogy for things on your ‘to do’ list  
and discussed in terms of big frogs, little frogs, 
tadpoles, ugly frogs and more.  The bigger and  
uglier the frog, the bigger and more challenging the task. 
This book challenges our way of thinking about our workload and helps 
us prioritise.  Give it a read!



‘Mentors - Wearing Many Hats’

Great Yarmouth Charter Academy Senior Vice  
Principal Sean Powell is an experienced mentor and 
induction co-ordinator. Here, he offers some  
advice to ECT mentors, who often ‘wear many hats,’ to 
manage their workload and support their wellbeing. 

Being an induction coordinator probably means you are wearing many 
hats to support other staff and their leaders, and our future leaders  
following the ECF. I often think of the line, ‘equip your oxygen mask on 
first’, shared by Mary Myatt and many others before offering advice on  
managing workload. The parallel is obvious. If we do not first ensure we 
as mentors are happy, healthy, hugely motivated, & highly-trained, we  
cannot be our best for others. Here are three ways that have helped me 
prioritise myself and those who support me with often scantly available time.

1. Accept you can’t do everything

Many of us tend to think we can do more than we can. Accepting that you 
can’t meet with people every day, nor can you observe and feedback as 
much as you like to, is challenging, yet strangely empowering. Diarising 
when and how often these events can actually happen offers everyone 
clarity on the time we can offer each other. For example, only diarising the 
beginning & end of every half term to review mentors’ feedback can help you 
think more about the conversations with ECTs and mentors that you’re likely 
to have in the weeks ahead. 

2. Value others’ expertise

Supporting others by delegating is one of the simplest ways to free up 
your time, to give you energy and focus to those who need it most. You 
are likely to be surrounded by subject experts, mentors and recent early  
career  teachers. All have unique strengths, and by providing opportunities to  
observe, feedback and advise, empowers yourself and those around you. 
For example, I often find pairing new mentors with experienced mentors and 
creating a network of ECTs & trainees with recent ECTs can be powerful and 
more effective in providing support to those who may look to you or their 
mentor first.



3. Stop Multitasking

Multitasking is a myth. No one can do more than one thing at a time—
at least more than one thing that requires focused attention: like  
coaching and being present for others. Like the first point, prioritise 
who you need to work with more closely in the weeks ahead, allocate &  
commit blocked time at the cost of all else and be prepared to say no 
for when those extra emails come flooding or that unexpected call from  
reception! Your colleagues benefit from the time you afford them and  
deserve to be valued more than unexpected jobs that will always circle you!

Finally, don’t forget to enjoy your school as I frequently hear John  
Tomsett say (@johntomsett). Take a break to unplug from the  
diary. This could be time for a proper lunch, a quick bit of reading, or  
taking a tour to enjoy the school. It may clear your head and allow you 
to think through these ways that help me keep focused and energised on 
what matters most: yourself & those who have chosen to work with you.

Sean Powell - Senior Vice Principal

Wellbeing:

Given most of us live in or around Norfolk, we wanted to share a festive 
four ‘things to do’ for your wellbeing in this beautiful county in the build 
up to Christmas.

It is so important to break that workload up with treats and trips out for 
our mental wellbeing. So, give these a go!

• Visit Plantation Gardens in Norwich.
A hidden gem tucked away in an abandoned quarry; the Plantation  
Gardens are just a stone’s throw from Norwich city centre. It’s 3 acres  
features a huge gothic fountain, beautiful flowers and lawns, medieval walls 
and wooden walkways. Located beside the Roman Catholic cathedral on 
Earlham Road, it is easy to get lost and escape in these gardens.



• Take a walk on Sea Palling beach.
Head east from Norwich and you’ll eventually arrive in Sea Palling. With 
a wide expansive beach and some impressive sea defences, you can 
have a really peaceful, brisk walk in the winter chill. If you have a dog, the  
expanse of beach between Sea Palling and Winterton is lovely, although avoid  
taking the dogs to Horsey, where there is often a huge colony of seals  
protected on the seashore. Accompany your walk with a nice coffee or some 
fish and chips from the vendors in Sea Palling. 

• Watch the sunrise in Lowestoft.
Lowestoft is England’s most easterly point – located just over the border in 
Suffolk. It is the first place to see the sunrise. Take a trip over early in the 
morning on a clear day and just watch the beautiful, dramatic colours of the 
sunrise. It really will start your day brightly! I can also advise a coffee and 
breakfast at the Jolly Sailors in Pakefield, delicious!

• Visit Thursford’s Christmas Spectacular!
Near Fakenham, you will find a wonderful Christmas wonderland in  
Thursford.   There is a show which contains singing, dancing, comedy and 
more, all in magical surroundings of fairground carousels and Christmas 
decoration – great for adults and kids alike! They also have an enchanted 
journey of light on offer as well as other attractions and shops for all your 
Christmas goodies!



‘I can really do this long term!’
Michelle Allis is a secondary Maths ECT at East Point Academy in  
Lowestoft. Here, she shares her ideas and strategies of how best to keep 
on top of workload and alleviate stress.
The looming thought of teaching a near full teacher’s timetable in the first 
year of being a fully- fledged teacher brought fears of huge workloads and 
increased stress. I knew I was not alone though in wondering how best to 
deal with the impending increase in workload. The first couple of months 
have proven to be a trying time but there are a number of things that have 
assisted me in getting to the point where I feel I can really do this long term:

• Having a supportive colleague base and department has been a huge 
blessing. Teaching brings good days with highs and bad days with lows 
but being in a supportive and understanding environment has been the 
ultimate coping mechanism. 

• Remember you don’t need to reinvent the wheel - use shared resources, 
adapted to meet your needs.

• Realise we are only human and our best is all we can offer. Sometimes 
that might not seem enough, but that is okay. Get up the next day and 
try again.

• Be organised! Keep on top of each day’s tasks. Use every spare moment 
in your day. This is probably the most important mechanism which will 
alleviate stress from your teaching life.

• Don’t believe the adage of not smiling before Christmas. Be kind and 
smile. It releases endorphins and improves your mood; we are all more 
productive when we are happy.

• Learn as much as you can from the experienced teachers around 
you. Observing other teachers allows you to pick up useful ideas and  
techniques you may not otherwise think of.

• Make connections, not only within your department but also around 
the school. That friendly smile and helping hand you very much need 
will often come from an unexpected place. Feeling a part of a school  
community is a big part of coping within a stressful, yet highly 
rewarding, vocation.

Michelle Allis - ECT



‘Work Smarter Not Harder!’
Rebecca Watts is a Year 5/6 ECT at Watton Junior School 
in Norfolk. She has come into teaching after a career in 
administration and management. She describes moving 
into teaching as “the best decision” she has ever made 
but has also transferred skills and qualities from her  
previous job into her new role, and is grateful for it. 

 

“It’s not enough to be busy, so are the ants. The question is, what are we 
busy about?” - Henry David Thoreau the 19th century American naturalist 
and promoter of simple living. 

In my school we often discuss the phrase ‘work smarter not harder’. A  
previous deputy used to say, ‘is what you’re doing going to benefit the  
children’s learning?’. We can absent-mindedly get tied up in tasks that look 
good to the eye but do not move us forward in the ‘admin’ of school life 
So, what does ‘working smarter’ look like? Here are some of my top tips for  
fellow ECTs!

• Use a diary. It’s impossible to manage the schoolteacher’s workload 
without writing down what is happening when. I look in my diary to 
prioritise outstanding tasks. My colleague writes a to-do list each week: 
red – must be done, amber – could be done, green – nice if it was done.

• Say no. (Eeeek…. it’s ok to say no!) I was asked on a Friday afternoon to 
prepare a lesson for the following week. I knew I had a busy weekend 
and would not be able to do this without causing pressure so I said I 
couldn’t do it. 

• Marking books. Literally takes forever if you are not careful. Finding 
techniques to mark books with the children as a self-reflection learning 
experience. 

• Asking for a deadline for a task. To quote Sophie in Mamma Mia 2  
“Nothing focuses the mind like the last minute.” 

• Wellbeing. I walk daily to clear my mind. While I do this, I listen to a book 
or some music. It helps me approach the next task with a clear head and 
I find I’m more effective. 

Rebecca Watts - ECT



Contributions:
We welcome any contributions to Framed! 

Feel free to send us your experiences, anecdotes, tips, or  
suggestions.

Email contributions to paulusher@inspirationtrust.org

www.inspirationteachingschoolhub.org

InspirationTSH

inspirationteachinghub@inspirationtrust.org

CPD:

You can now access all of our CPD events for free:  
book here using the code ‘inspirEd’

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/inspiration-trust-8354875586





